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Outline

• A short history of brief interventions

• The nature of the challenge posed by the 
alcohol industry

• An invitation to think differently about 
brief interventions



The 1980s SBI paradigm







• A ‘golden age’ captured by Bien et al 1993 review 
in which ”a truly new paradigm had been forged”

• Need to study “intervention components and 
mechanisms of effects….assessment 
reactivity…uncertainty about effectiveness among 
more dependent drinkers” not met

• BIs “have been more focused on making and 
taking opportunities for interventions than well 
specified activities with distinct characteristics”



Theoretical foundations

“Simple advice was chosen as the minimal 
intervention to determine whether social 
influence, as communicated through firm advice to 
modify unhealthy drinking, would be sufficient to 
motivate patients to modify their drinking.

The brief counseling strategy was chosen to 
evaluate whether drinking may be even more 
amenable to change when behavioral techniques 
are added to social influence”.

WHO trial AJPH 96 report



• Cautionary paper(s) from 90s & 
quotes about expectations









Summary points on BI 1.0

• The limitations of research on brief 
interventions for alcohol in general practice 
have received too little attention

• Large body of existing evidence should be 
interpreted as demonstrating efficacy, at best

• Implementation challenging, for many many
reasons… 



Into the 21st Century…



Same trajectory?

• Effectiveness/efficacy distinction?

• Risk of bias consideration does not include 
self-report

• Effects in smaller trials larger than for face-
to-face

• 3/4 outliers are the 3 largest trials, 
unexplained heterogeneity





What are BIs trying to do?





Limbic capitalism?



Is this an alcohol problem?



Reith 2019

“The focus on the (flawed) individual consumer 
downplays the role of big business in producing 
excess, and the role of governments and 
regulators in creating the political conditions for 
them to do so”



Individual responsibility framing



Room 2011

“Putting the blame on the individual level 
provides a solution to the contradictions of a 
system built both around expectations of 
sober attention and around a relatively free 
availability of alcohol. The solution is 
congenial to those committed to a free 
market in alcohol with few or no state 
controls – including alcohol beverage 
industry interests”

Addictive commodities especially problematic to such framing





U.S. federal lobbying $ 2021

Client/Parent Total (USD) 

AB InBev $5,040,000

DISCUS $4,570,000

Molson Coors Brewing $2,840,000

Diageo PLC $2,710,000

Beer Institute $2,660,000

Pernod Ricard $2,380,000

Brown-Forman Corp $1,200,000

Suntory Holdings $1,110,000

Wine & Spirits Wholesalers of 

America

$1,020,000

National Beer Wholesalers 

Association 

$850,000

Vineyard Wind $630,000

Bacardi Ltd $590,000

Constellation Brands $560,000



Euromonitor data on speers

“Partly an accidental 
offshoot of the craft 
revolution and partly a last 
line of defence for Big Beer 
fighting off the advancing 
spirits tide, speers will enter 
the mainstream and carve 
their own niche … with the 
common denominator of 
higher ABVs”







Can BI 1.0 win?



• It was never the task of SBI to do more than 
identify and help heavy drinkers avoid or 
manage problems at an early stage

• Industry have made this task more 
challenging

• Brief interventions in the future must take on 
this challenge…and deal better with ideas 
about problems



Can there be BI 2.0 and can it win?



The challenge facing us:

“Widespread experiences of alcohol 
problems, from the relatively trivial to those 
that are of a more serious nature are 
challenging to discuss. Our culture does not 
support honest conversations about our own 
drinking, particularly so the more one 
drinks...



We can talk about anything in BIs 



Important alcohol policy developments



• SBI dislocated ie not designed to operate in 
concert with alcohol policy measures

• Political science shows “quiet politics” permits 
corporate actors to secure preferred policy 
outcomes

• Talking about alcohol & the politics of alcohol 
and the alcohol industry increases “salience” 
and makes policy change more likely







What could BI 2.0 look like?

• Need to intervene to change the public 
conversation on alcohol & related problems

• Brief interventions can play an important role if 
content as well as aims reconsidered as..

• ..ways of providing resources to people to help 
them think about alcohol, including but not only 
their own drinking

• Topics for conversations as well as links for 
sharing



Counter branding?

“Special Brew was originally brewed by the 
Danes for Winston Churchill. His visit to 
Copenhagen in 1950 was commemorated with 
a 'special' brew produced in his honour… 
Churchill's favourite drink was cognac, so in 
brewing him a commemorative beer, the 
brewers at Carlsberg created a stronger lager 
with cognac flavours among its tasting notes”



Not in the marketing…





Pinkwashing example





Alex Hepburn



“Always been me dragging the birds 
[women] back. You raping them.” “Oi, 
last night was my 60th.” “Get them blind 
[drunk] and then back to mine.”



• 136 rape convictions 
2015-17

• N of victims unknown

• Preyed on drunk men 
leaving bars & clubs

• Often used GHB

• Alcohol underplayed 
as date rape drug… 

Reynhard Sinaga



• Alcohol as a weapon of violence; example of 
a more assertive brief intervention topic

• Need to develop material on other currently 
experienced risks and harms  

• Can challenge industry framing of ideas 
about individual responsibility & alcohol 
problems for self and harm to others



Concluding comments

• Need to develop digital and talk content 
libraries for BI 2.0 to counter marketing

• Discourses on problems under-developed

• Necessary to get beyond moralization and 
paternalism to engage with whatever people 
want to discuss, not just self-regulation

• Need to re-orientate existing BI and future 
digital programmes to have broader horizons



Take home messages

The development of BI 2.0 may assist securing 
more evidence informed alcohol policies, and be 
an essential component of comprehensive 
strategies 

We need to become more ambitious by applying 
population-level perspectives on alcohol talk 
and integrating with other policy measures

BI 2.0 can’t win by itself, but it can be on the 
winning team


